GLOBAL SUSTAIN

TESTIMONIAL

Nowadays, social and environmental concerns are more important than ever! ‘Doing good’ is no longer a marginal, but a fundamental activity to every aspect of how we do business.

Global Sustain provides members with information on best practices in environmental management and corporate sustainability. The multi-sectoral representation and the collaborative, open nature of discussions, is effective at stimulating results to many current sustainability challenges.

It is a pleasure to collaborate with Global Sustain! The high level of professionalism and expertise opened up for us a pool of knowledge and sustainability became an important component of our strategic thinking!

Focused on the triple bottom line “People / Planet / Profit”, Global Sustain made obvious that companies must consider their environmental and social impact in addition to the traditional “bottom line.”

“We really appreciate our partnership for delivering opportunities of improving our policies and encouraging our sustainable development.”

Kind regards,

[Signature]

General Manager

At Athens Plaza